
Writing a Comic Strip
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A cartoonist is an artist who draws cartoons. A comic strip is a group of cartoons that go together to tell a story. Imagine

you are a cartoonist who is creating a comic strip called, “The weirdest thing happened on the first day of school.” Plan

your comic strip below. Then, draw your comic strip on the next page.

Step 1: Choose a tone

A tone is how the comic will make people feel when they read it. If your tone is funny, the reader will laugh and feel

happy. If the tone is serious, the reader will think about what the comic strip says and reflect on it. Examples of tones

include: funny, serious, mysterious, joyful, or sad.

 

The tone will be __________________________________________________________________

Step 2: Describe the setting

The setting describes where the story in the comic strip is taking place. A comic strip can have one setting or multiple

settings. 

Examples of settings include: outer space, a classroom, or a playground.

 

The setting(s) will be: ______________________________________________________________

Step 3: Describe the plot

The plot refers to the main events that happen during the story in the comic strip. 

Examples of plots include: astronauts discover aliens while on another planet and have to fight to survive or a student

gets a pet snake for his birthday and goes on an adventure with the snake.

 

The main events will be: ____________________________________________________________

Step 4: Describe characters 

Characters are people or creatures that are in the story in the comic strip. The characters can be real or pretend.

Examples of characters include: talking dog, kid, President of the United States, or a teacher. 

 

The characters will be: ______________________________________________________________
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Tips to make an awesome comic strip!

Use Speech Bubbles 

Use Simple Drawings

Speech bubbles are shapes that have words inside them. Speech bubbles allow

readers to understand how characters are feeling, what they are feeling, or what

they are saying.

Use simple drawings so your reader can easily understand what is happening in

your story.
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